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NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
We will begin our #MigraineChat in 5 minutes! Make sure to tune in and use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your
responses! https://t.co/NCUSFvcb4U

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
To participate in tonight's #MigraineChat: 1. Use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your answers. 2. Respond by using
"A1" or "A2" to the corresponding question. 3. Have fun and engage with other great minds! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @neurology_live: To participate in tonight's #MigraineChat: 1. Use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your answers. 2.
Respond by using "A1…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
Q1: What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with migraine to help increase awareness and boost
support? #MigraineChat https://t.co/8yBhYMtDWx

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
A1. To advocate for myself and others with migraine I started this page and a insta to boost awareness. Also, anytime
I am out and people ask why I have a backpack full of supplies w/ a binder I try to explain migraine. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@neurology_live A1. I’ve tried most of the available #migraine treatments, so I follow the latest research to make sure
that I know when new ones become available. Once I started doing this for myself, I also decided to share what I
found (& tried) so others could learn w/me. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: @neurology_live A1. I’ve tried most of the available #migraine treatments, so I follow the latest
research to make sure th…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
We try to do our part by supporting and highlighting key #migraine #headache research. Some of our favorite
advocacy resources include @amfmigraine and @MigraineRF. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@neurology_live @amfmigraine @MigraineRF All of your resources/research are key for me! #MigraineChat

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.
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NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
Q2: Have you ever been treated differently at work/school because of your migraine disease? What can patients and
providers do to help combat this stigma? #MigraineChat https://t.co/oLq5O5JNsj

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A2.2. I think we need to educate people all along the migraine continuum so that no matter how migraine is
impacting their work, home, social lives, they have the resources to combat stigma and ask for adequate
accommodations in all settings. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A2.1. When my #migraine attacks were becoming chronic, the transition at work was difficult. People didn’t
understand that migraine is unreliable *not* me. I had some accommodations, but I didn’t have the language I
needed to properly advocate for myself. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: A2.1. When my #migraine attacks were becoming chronic, the transition at work was difficult.
People didn’t understand that…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: A2.2. I think we need to educate people all along the migraine continuum so that no matter how
migraine is impacting their…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @neurology_live: Q1: What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with migraine to help increase
awareness and boost supp…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @neurology_live: Q2: Have you ever been treated differently at work/school because of your migraine disease?
What can patients and provi…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
The burden of #migraine is much larger than those might expect. Here, @dawnbuse details the far-reaching ways
that migraine #headache can impact a person, their family, and their lifestyle. https://t.co/CArwQoWhk5.
#migrainechat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
A2. Oh yes! At a (public) school I was told "my needs were too much and maybe school was not for me. Always self
advocate, and tell your team where you are struggling, so that you can get the right treatment (PT,OT, medication).
Always be open and track everything. #migrainechat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
RT @beth_morton: A2.2. I think we need to educate people all along the migraine continuum so that no matter how
migraine is impacting their…

jessie dale @amourtoujours54
for #migrainechat i am on day 24 of a migraine episode and am not in the right headspace to provide answers. next
week! sending you all some love
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Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @neurology_live: To participate in tonight's #MigraineChat: 1. Use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your answers. 2.
Respond by using "A1…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @neurology_live: Q1: What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with migraine to help increase
awareness and boost supp…

jessie dale @amourtoujours54
RT @neurology_live: To participate in tonight's #MigraineChat: 1. Use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your answers. 2.
Respond by using "A1…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@neurology_live @DawnBuse Dawn and the CaMEO study are a wealth of information on the impact of #migraine. I
was literally just citing it for next month's regular #MigraineChat (spoiler).

Lynne M. Meyer | #PrideIsAProtest @Lynne_M_Meyer
RT @neurology_live: To participate in tonight's #MigraineChat: 1. Use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your answers. 2.
Respond by using "A1…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @neurology_live: We try to do our part by supporting and highlighting key #migraine #headache research. Some
of our favorite advocacy re…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @neurology_live: Q2: Have you ever been treated differently at work/school because of your migraine disease?
What can patients and provi…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
Q3: How have telemedicine visits impacted communication with your patients/provider? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/3FHsUwSPut

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: A2.1. When my #migraine attacks were becoming chronic, the transition at work was difficult.
People didn’t understand that…

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
A3. Thankfully my neuro's office is still open for in person appointments. I have had other telehealth appts and they
do not measure up to in person visits. #migrainechat

Alicia Ciccone Bigica @aliciabigica
RT @neurology_live: To participate in tonight's #MigraineChat: 1. Use the hashtag #MigraineChat in your answers. 2.
Respond by using "A1…
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Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
A3. My migraine care has gone down the drain. They aren’t answering emails so I need an appointment for even
general questions. Prior authorizations are taking longer too. Regular primary care has been a welcomed transition
though.

Mia @BreatheMia
A3: It’s actually made it easier for me as a patient. I find it less stressful so I’m able to communicate more clearly.
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A3. For me, it's made access easier in that I live in a rural area so specialists are a bit of a drive. I haven't felt
communication has been impacted negatively, though some hands-on treatments have been on hold.
#MigraineChat.

Mia @BreatheMia
@amourtoujours54 Oh dear. Hope you get a low pain day soon! #MigraineChat

Alicia Ciccone Bigica @aliciabigica
RT @neurology_live: Q3: How have telemedicine visits impacted communication with your patients/provider?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/3FHsUwS…

Alicia Ciccone Bigica @aliciabigica
RT @neurology_live: Q2: Have you ever been treated differently at work/school because of your migraine disease?
What can patients and provi…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
We recently spoke with @headachedoc to talk about his takeaways on using #telemedicine for #migraine care.
Watch the interview here: https://t.co/Fc2MXypFCf #MigraneChat

Rachel Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking
A1. Sharing helps I call it red car/black lab magic. We don’t notice how many people have red cars or black labs till we
get our own. Being brave/vulnerable enough to talk about our struggles /suffering with others creates a community
of learning & healing #RedCars #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: A3. For me, it's made access easier in that I live in a rural area so specialists are a bit of a drive. I
haven't felt com…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
Hey y’all come in and join the conversation!! We’re having an extra #MigraineChat this month and would love to hear
from new voices 

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: A3. For me, it's made access easier in that I live in a rural area so specialists are a bit of a drive. I
haven't felt com…
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @DeafGirlWalking: A1. Sharing helps I call it red car/black lab magic. We don’t notice how many people have red
cars or black labs till…

Mia @BreatheMia
@beth_morton Have you had connection problems? I’ve lost connection at least once with every telemedicine visit
I’ve had! Definitely a bonus to not have to travel though #MigraineChat

Mia @BreatheMia
@DeafGirlWalking Such a good analogy! #MigraineChat

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A3 Telemedicine visits have really helped with my established team. It's easier to get visits scheduled
and a LOT easier on my health not to have to leave the house for routine visits. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@BreatheMia I have not, thankfully, but that is an issue for rural telemed. #MigraineChat

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @neurology_live: Q1: What is something you do to advocate for yourself or others with migraine to help increase
awareness and boost supp…

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: @neurology_live A1. I’ve tried most of the available #migraine treatments, so I follow the latest
research to make sure th…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @BreatheMia: A3: It’s actually made it easier for me as a patient. I find it less stressful so I’m able to communicate
more clearly. #Mi…

Mia @BreatheMia
@OwlJourney What have been your biggest issues with telemedicine? #MigraineChat

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
@neurology_live A1. I'm very vocal on social media about how much migraine impacts and try to raise migraine
awareness as much as I can. I want the people who knew me before my migraine became chronic to understand that
migraine is not a choice and it can be disabling. #migrainechat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @neurology_live: Q2: Have you ever been treated differently at work/school because of your migraine disease?
What can patients and provi…

Robots And Such @Robots_and_Such
RT @BreatheMia: A3: It’s actually made it easier for me as a patient. I find it less stressful so I’m able to communicate
more clearly. #Mi…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@DeafGirlWalking This is a great way to think about breaking down barriers and stigma around #migraine!
#MigraineChat
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Mia @BreatheMia
@beth_morton Such a key distinction! *I* am not unreliable, my disease is. It plays out the same but it’s massively
different! #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
Q4: Which lifestyle modifications have had the most positive impact on your migraine attacks? What other wellness-
related tactics have you tried/do you recommend? #MigraineChat https://t.co/LzqSWDGFJ8

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
@neurology_live A2. Sunlight is my primary trigger. At a previous job, I requested to be moved to a seat away from
direct sunlight to avoid migraine. They refused and said we’d be moving to a building with glass windows, so get
used to it. #migrainechat

Rachel Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking
@neurology_live A2. Heathy design plays a role! Better lighting systems, good air filtration and ventilation,
ergonomics, accessibility, etc! Workplaces w/quiet spaces for listening breaks & more flexible approaches benefit
diverse needs & maximise creativity & productivity. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @winedarkme: @neurology_live A1. I'm very vocal on social media about how much migraine impacts and try to
raise migraine awareness as m…

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live @DawnBuse A2 Before I went on disability, I got a lot of negative pushback over requests to work at
home some days, requests to change my hours, or requests to change the lighting. Not from everyone, but from
some people, there was definitely a feeling that I was faking it. #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @neurology_live: Q4: Which lifestyle modifications have had the most positive impact on your migraine attacks?
What other wellness-relat…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @neurology_live: The burden of #migraine is much larger than those might expect. Here, @dawnbuse details the
far-reaching ways that migr…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: @neurology_live @DawnBuse Dawn and the CaMEO study are a wealth of information on the
impact of #migraine. I was literally…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@smithbrainz @neurology_live And the transition to chronic is so chaotic. You're thinking about/figuring out so
many new things at once. Many are outside the scope of what our doctor's can help with (but should know about).
#MigraineChat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
@neurology_live A2. Current job is better, but we did move to a building with glass walls and they refuse to put in
drape on my (inside) office bc it would “not be standard decor”. I will have to come up with an alternative
accommodation on my own. Sunglasses inside are suboptimal. #migrainechat

Mia @BreatheMia
A4: Good question! I don’t know that I can identify a single change—they all work together. Perhaps learning
mindfulness. It helps me reduce stress which both helps prevent worsening symptoms AND better equips me to deal
with the symptoms. Anyone else the same? #MigraineChat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
A4. Getting back into sports as they reduce stress for me and because I am working out, I now remember to hydrate.
Also watching how much gluten I eat, I now tend to eat more gluten free products. #migrainechat
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Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live @DawnBuse A2.2 The idea that migraine is "just a headache" is so widely ingrained in our society
that it's going to take a lot of work and time to change that. Characterizing it as a neurological disorder up front, and
having necessary accommodations in writing is a start. #migrainechat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
@neurology_live A2. I’m not sure how a doctor would help. Maybe provide me with information on what
accommodations employers should provide, so I felt more empowered? #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@DeafGirlWalking @neurology_live Yes! That's the thing. Most accommodations benefit everyone. I think/hope a lot
of the flexibility during the current pandemic has (maybe) highlighted some of that. #MigraineChat

Mia @BreatheMia
@GrumpyPug17 @neurology_live If you’re in the US, they have to make reasonable accommodations for you. This
would mean allowing you to move seats or installing curtains. So not ok how they’ve handled this. Sorry!
#MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
A recent study found that #yoga may help reduce #migraine frequency and intensity. Read more here:
https://t.co/ytJ4GVmXl2. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A4. My migraine attacks thrive on consistency, so modifications like keeping to a regular sleep schedule, stress-
relieving activities, regular gentle stretching, and eating foods that eliminate my major trigger have been most
helpful. This is one where YMMV, though. #MigraineChat

Mia @BreatheMia
@OwlJourney Ah gotcha. The whole “everyone is online” thing is tough. I have that here. But I’m lucky that my
providers are all in the same system so they use the same portal. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: A4. My migraine attacks thrive on consistency, so modifications like keeping to a regular sleep
schedule, stress-relieving…

Matt Hoffman @byMattHoffman
RT @beth_morton: A4. My migraine attacks thrive on consistency, so modifications like keeping to a regular sleep
schedule, stress-relieving…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@BreatheMia Yes, it is definitely a package deal. I like the analogy of each helping reduce how full my "attack" bucket
is (if that makes sense). #MigraineChat

Mia @BreatheMia
@HemingwayMuse I had such a low view of it before! I had trouble understanding how it could help. Having a
medical professional explain some of the biological processes associated with stress really helped. And, you know,
actually trying it ;) #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @neurology_live: Q4: Which lifestyle modifications have had the most positive impact on your migraine attacks?
What other wellness-relat…

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@BreatheMia #MigraineChat Most of mine are in the same system but... there is a huge disconnect for some reason.
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Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A4 Controlling my environment as much as I can has been helpful. Knowing my triggers does not
control the disorder, but it can help with my discomfort. I can't control the weather (although I have moved at least
once to get more comfortable) #migrainechat

Rachel Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking
@neurology_live A2. Educational dialogue with employers is key. As proven in pandemic times, the workplace is
evolving. Accomodations *actually are* far more doable than ever before. (Finally!) We must be bold in forging a new,
more flexible normal that works for us. #MigraineChat

Mia @BreatheMia
@OwlJourney #migrainechat

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A4.2 Controlling light and sound have been huge. I have everything from tinted contacts to glacier-
rated glasses, and use them as needed. Hats too. I also carry a wide range of ear plugs. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @DeafGirlWalking: @neurology_live A2. Educational dialogue with employers is key. As proven in pandemic times,
the workplace is evolvin…

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A4.3 I also have to pay attention to what my body is saying. This means leaving the table before
dinner is over if needed, or skipping a birthday, ordering groceries delivered instead of going to the store. If I ignore
my body, I can pay for that for days. #migrainechat

Soldier of Fortune @roj_rouge
RT @neurology_live: A recent study found that #yoga may help reduce #migraine frequency and intensity. Read more
here: https://t.co/ytJ4G…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: A4. My migraine attacks thrive on consistency, so modifications like keeping to a regular sleep
schedule, stress-relieving…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @neurology_live: A recent study found that #yoga may help reduce #migraine frequency and intensity. Read more
here: https://t.co/ytJ4G…

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@HemingwayMuse #MigraineChat I definitely like to have that option as well.

Krista @Kristacatlady
@neurology_live A1: I try to follow research, and I contact my doc to see if treatments might be appropriate for me.
To spread awareness, I try to amplify advocates when they share info. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@neurology_live @HemingwayMuse Avoiding alcohol. Foot massage focusing on centre/arch of foot. Neck
massage/gentle stretching. Limiting sensory overwhelm: calm, airy environment with plants. Neck pillow. Getting rid
of scented cleaning products/air fresheners (aromatherapy aside). Biphasic sleep. #MigraineChat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
@BreatheMia @neurology_live Both jobs were US. I left first job in part bc of this. In 2nd case, was in the process of
contacting occupational health when pandemic hit. Now I work from home where I can completely control my
environment (phew)! I’ll circle back when we go back in. Thanks! #MigraineChat
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Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
RT @MiladyMigraine: @neurology_live A4.3 I also have to pay attention to what my body is saying. This means
leaving the table before dinner…

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
Q5: What migraine-related resources would you recommend to others in the community who may be searching for
additional support? #MigraineChat https://t.co/DrMpWxQgwI

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A1 I'm slowly becoming more active on social media. I've had chronic migraine my entire life, and
intractable migraine for years, so like Beth I've tried almost everything and I'm always looking ahead. I try to be a
resource for others. #migrainechat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@neurology_live Share coping techniques, and keep pain maps/diaries/trigger lists to improve my own chances of
support. Read many research papers. #MigraineChat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: A4. My migraine attacks thrive on consistency, so modifications like keeping to a regular sleep
schedule, stress-relieving…

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A1.2 I have to admit that I'm not a great advocate for myself. I'll step up for others though.
#migrainechat

Rachel Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking
@neurology_live A4.This is the holy grail! Walking that fine line knowing even if you do everything perfectly, you can
still be felled with an attack like sniper fire, but guilt or giving up is not an option bc positive lifestyle tweaks really DO
help. Sisyphus, w/better friends. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications: @migrainestrong1 For
advocacy/info: @CoalitionCHAMP @MigraineAgain For advocacy/support/education: @miles4migraine And I’ll plug
my regular monthly #MigraineChat every 1st Mon of the month @ 1pm ET

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
A5. I would suggest @amfmigraine @beth_morton @achysmileblog @BreatheMia @thedizzycook and
@neurology_live to someone in the community that needs more support because when I first joined these helped me
alot. I would also suggest downloading @MigraineBuddy #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@neurology_live A2: Stigma is rough. I was written up and threatened to be fired by 2 jobs b/c of migraine attacks.
My bosses wouldn't let me use fmla, flexible schedule, or accommodate me. They both argued they were exempt
because they were small businesses. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
At the end of the day, you are your best advocate. If you feel unsatisfied with the #migraine care you receive from
you primary care provider, ask for a referral to a #headache specialist. https://t.co/HWmZxyouHD. #MigraineChat
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
I could literally go on for hours, though. This is the tip of the iceberg. If anyone ever needs #migraine help, tweet me.
#MigraineChat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @DeafGirlWalking: @neurology_live A2. Heathy design plays a role! Better lighting systems, good air filtration and
ventilation, ergonomi…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@neurology_live A2b: My docs weren't helpful. One wrote a letter to my boss describing my "headaches." Support
and some level of advocacy would have helped. I had a similar experience when I went to school and had to leave.
Any info about accommodations would have been helpful. #MigraineChat

Soldier of Fortune @roj_rouge
RT @neurology_live: At the end of the day, you are your best advocate. If you feel unsatisfied with the #migraine care
you receive from you…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @MiladyMigraine: @neurology_live A4.3 I also have to pay attention to what my body is saying. This means
leaving the table before dinner…

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @DeafGirlWalking: @neurology_live A2. Educational dialogue with employers is key. As proven in pandemic times,
the workplace is evolvin…

Soldier of Fortune @roj_rouge
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…

Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live A5 @MigraineAgain is a good basic resource for becoming more educated. @MigraineSummit is
fantastic. I look forward to it every year and it has some great resources. There are some support groups on FaceBook
but they are so large as to be impersonal. #migrainechat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @neurology_live: At the end of the day, you are your best advocate. If you feel unsatisfied with the #migraine care
you receive from you…

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
Yes allergies and irritants is such a hard thing to balance. I try and enjoy things that may irritate me in isolation when I
have other triggers under control. That way my bucket is relatively empty so I may not react as badly. #MigraineChat

Alicia Ciccone Bigica @aliciabigica
RT @neurology_live: Q5: What migraine-related resources would you recommend to others in the community who
may be searching for additional…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@neurology_live A3: I haven't done any telemedicine appts since covid started. I did some years ago with a HAS that
was several hrs away and they were very helpful. Not having to travel and still getting quality care was great.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
And to amplify this beyond standard doctor care, there’s many alternatives like herbal practitioners and massage
therapists who have aided in care in a more holistic sense. And connecting with patient advocates can help a bunch
too! #MigraineChat
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Milady Migraine @MiladyMigraine
@neurology_live @MigraineAgain @MigraineSummit A5.2 It can be hard to find personal support where you live. I
suggest asking your headache specialist for recommendations for groups or counselors that are relevant. If that
doesn't work, come back here and ask us. :) #migrainechat

Rachel Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking
@neurology_live A4. - Movement/ Breath. - Stress relief and sleep. - Posture and neck/shoulders support
(strengthening and management of strain, stress and triggers) : pillows, chairs, bras etc. - Diet and hydration. - CBD /
MMJ - Community & Support - Regular Neuro visits #MigraineChat

Rachel Miller Joseph @DeafGirlWalking
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…

groweatgift @groweatgift
@HemingwayMuse Wise. I'm trying to find alternatives. Corn tortillas with rice, beans and avocado is the 'safest' tasty
snack I've found. My cravings have got way healthier as my allergies have worsened. #MigraineChat

NeurologyLive® @neurology_live
As we continue to wrap up our #MigraineChat, we want to send a big thank you to @beth_morton for being an
amazing co-host! And an additional shoutout to the #migraine community for coming out and expressing their
thoughts tonight. Collaboration breeds knowledge 

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@groweatgift Do you do alright with nuts? My snacks tend to be macadamia nuts and dried fruits - the one positive
take away from trying to be keto was the different snack ideas. #MigraineChat

GrumpyPug @GrumpyPug17
RT @neurology_live: As we continue to wrap up our #MigraineChat, we want to send a big thank you to
@beth_morton for being an amazing co-ho…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @neurology_live: As we continue to wrap up our #MigraineChat, we want to send a big thank you to
@beth_morton for being an amazing co-ho…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@neurology_live A4: Self care is my full time job. Migraine disease is very challenging. I just do the best I can and try
to be compassionate with myself. I avoid light and loud noises unless I really want to do something. I use blue filters
on my tablet, phone, and pc. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @Kristacatlady: @neurology_live A4: Self care is my full time job. Migraine disease is very challenging. I just do the
best I can and tr…

Alicia Ciccone Bigica @aliciabigica
RT @neurology_live: As we continue to wrap up our #MigraineChat, we want to send a big thank you to
@beth_morton for being an amazing co-ho…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Thank you @neurology_live for the opportunity to co-host and to my friends for joining the special edition
#MigraineChat. This was great fun, but I'm taking my #migraine to bed now!

Rose Valade @rosevalade
RT @beth_morton: A2.1. When my #migraine attacks were becoming chronic, the transition at work was difficult.
People didn’t understand that…

Rose Valade @rosevalade
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…
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groweatgift @groweatgift
@MiladyMigraine @neurology_live @MigraineAgain @MigraineSummit The idea of a headache specialist is new to
me: the most specialist headache care I've had is being given sumatriptan when I asked for it. Few medics aware of
EDS too, so if that's affecting it, I have to figure out how myself & ask for relevant tests (if available) #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@BreatheMia Mindfulness is definitely key. Luckily I was very involved in Buddhism before I got sick. The skills I
learned there have been invaluable. Acceptance of my limitations has, been a struggle but very important.
#MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@HemingwayMuse Macadamia = instant nausea. Sunflower seeds, dried apricots and mixed nuts almost always by
bed though. Flapjacks good too, if sugar not causing issues. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @MiladyMigraine: @neurology_live A5 @MigraineAgain is a good basic resource for becoming more educated.
@MigraineSummit is fantastic. I…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@neurology_live A5: Do some Google searches to find organizations and blogs, subscribe to what resonates with
you. Join some FB groups and follow some migraine peeps on Twitter. Join #MigraineChat. Ask questions. Reach out.
People are very supportive and helpful. #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@HemingwayMuse @neurology_live No, I didn't. I couldn't find anyone I trusted at the time. He was only 4 hr away
so I could get there 3x a year. He was amazing. He even got insurance to pay for telemed. Best of luck. Finding a
decent doc can be a quest. 😂 #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @OwlJourney: A5. I would suggest @amfmigraine @beth_morton @achysmileblog @BreatheMia @thedizzycook
and @neurology_live to someone in th…

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@neurology_live A3. I LOVE telemedicine. Motion sickness is a major part of my illness, plus going anywhere ever is
always a major spoon-consumer for me, so being able to have phone or video appts is great, especially for drs that
are an hour or more away. #MigraineChat

Migraine Buddy @MigraineBuddy
RT @OwlJourney: A5. I would suggest @amfmigraine @beth_morton @achysmileblog @BreatheMia @thedizzycook
and @neurology_live to someone in th…

Mia @BreatheMia
@Kristacatlady Such a struggle. And it’s a delicate balance of accepting limitations and pushing to do thinks that
stretch them. #MigraineChat

Mia @BreatheMia
@OwlJourney Indeed. Even with telemedicine so many of my appts were rescheduled. I have one in person tomorrow
and I freely admit I’m kind of freaked out to be in the clinic with other people, you know? #MigraineChat

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC
RT @neurology_live: Q4: Which lifestyle modifications have had the most positive impact on your migraine attacks?
What other wellness-relat…

Kit Kennedy @KitMKennedy
I mean, migraines are bad! But how’s that bitch of a post-dromal stage? I get clumsy, blue and about 40 IQ points
dumber. Where my #migrainesufferers at? #migraine #MigraineChat #postdromal
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Liami @Liami11082154
When migraines derail my exercise routine. 😩 I’m trying to loose #thecovid15 but rn I need a dark room with no
noise. #migrainesuffering #migraines #MigraineChat #weightloss

Ke_Phenyo @PhenyoMoletsane
For the first time in my life I get multiple auras during a migraine attack. Today was real. Never experienced anything
like this. I usually get one aura. Trying to track what I ate this week #MigraineChat

MyMigraineLife @MyMigraineLife
Have you joined the Migraine @Healthline App? Connect, Engage, Learn. I’m doing a live chat Sunday on quick fixes
when a migraine attacks. Join now for free! https://t.co/uPOIDCHFiB #migrainechat #migrainetalk #migrainefixes
#TuesdayMorning #migrainesupport #migrainecommunity

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1
RT @beth_morton: For people w/chronic migraine: @CMAware For support w/lifestyle modifications:
@migrainestrong1 For advocacy/info: @Coalit…
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